Year 5 Grid Homework –

Spring 1

Choose your homework from the list below:
The Peri-ometer suggests the difficulty or challenge the homework may offer.
 You should hand work one piece of work in every week (by Friday)
 Every term you should attempt at least one ‘EXTRA HOT’ task; you can have up to 2 weeks for this
 You may choose the same task twice as long as it is on a different topic
 The homework is a guideline – if you have an idea that doesn’t quite fit with the grid feel free to adapt it! The most important

thing to remember is that the extra hot should always have a quality piece of writing with it.
Write a story or poem (at least
one side of A4) that has a river
theme.

Create a water themed piece of
artwork. Write an explanation
focusing on what inspired your
artwork. In this, explain your medium
of choice.

Create a model of a river. Write a set
of instructions or an explanation to go
with your model.

Create a two minute presentation
about a river of your choice (that
we have not studied in detail in
class).

Find five materials in your house that
have irreversible changes. You may
even want to test them out (warning:
you may need adult supervision!).

Research an artist who uses recycled
materials to create their artwork. Bring
in some examples (photos) of their work.
These can be emailed to the school
office if you do not have access to a
printer.

Create a mind map showing the
five different types of nouns:
common nouns, proper nouns,
pronouns, collective nouns and
abstract nouns. Make sure you
give an example for each.

Draw and label a river labelling the
following key properties:
1. Source 2. Meander 3. Tributary
4. Oxbow lake 5. Delta 6. Mouth

Create a poster portraying a collective
noun. Remember a poster must be clear
and eye-catching.

Research what an abstract noun
is. Bring some examples to share
with the class.

Research five collective nouns that we
have not discussed in class.
E.g. a pride of lions

Create a multiple choice quiz about one
of our topics. It must have a minimum
of five questions.

